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My observations on social distancing indicates diversity is required for sustainability of
nature, communities, industry. Wildlife is hemmed in on all sides, by lack of planning for
sustainability, as communities, industry. The answer corridors to preserve, sustain all
varieties of life, employment, interconnected but still distancing. 
Land has never been assessed to its suitability on a public scale, monoculture exists on a
massive scale resulting in wildfires, die out & die back, burn out or battle fatigue to the
rural inhabitants whom eventually move to avoid the broad brush strokes of mostly
government departments, municipalities management.
In my experience huge areas were planted into pines for no good reason, other than not
being able to turn the good ship of public office around, the result, communities
succumbed, as industry, as wildlife.
Lessons have been learned, one Big Bang does not fix it all, diversity, equals
sustainability; staying apart brings communities together. Livestock managers have long
kept diseases at bay by management, isolation, as wildfires, or market fluctuations. Some
land is suited to potatoes, other land to merino sheep. Vive la difference, no, it is not all
cured by pine trees, fire retardant, employing colonel sanders to look after the chickens,
yes there are sheep in wolves clothing. A look at the employee list tells one that there is a
bias towards, one class of people, no First Nation, no immigrants, no skill, no education,
no meritorious advancement, no recognition of achievement. Landcare has been swamped
by such, a read of animal farm by George Orwell, explains the predicament, of wildlife,
communities, industry, have a look at the snouts in the trough, no diversity, no
egalitarianism, no wildlife, community, wildfire corridors.
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